1. Everyone knows the little rhyme... 'in 1666, London burned like ____________-rotten sticks'. In the G____ F____ of L________, half of the capital city was destroyed.
2. One of the shops that was destroyed was a b____ shop, where Thomas Guy worked.
3. The shop was rebuilt, and when T____ G__ finished learning the business, he left and set up a shop of his own.
4. In those days, cheap E_______ b_______ were being printed in H_______, but the government at that time stopped them being brought to England. Thomas Guy knew that the people needed the bibles, so he s_________ large numbers of them over, and sold them in his shop.
5. Later he began a p_______ company of his own and became very r______.
6. Though rich, he still dressed in very ordinary clothes, and never w_______ a p____.
7. He was offered the position as ‘S_______ of L______’, but refused because it would mean spending a lot of money on b_______ and p______, which he considered to be a waste. Many people thought he was a m______.
8. But the people were very wrong because......